ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Creation of ontological boundaries of subjects with the st participation of students is important because in the 21 century, education of a student not just include the knowledge of already existing concepts, but creation of new ones.
A fundamental challenge for modern societies is to organise both work and learning in a way that goes beyond the reproduction and use of pre-existing knowledge and contributes to the generation of innovative solutions and knowledge, such as new theories, innovative work flows, and advanced technological products (Heidrun Allert,
2006).
Ontology is one of the core branches of philosophy.
Ontology of any discipline contain within it a formal and informal structure for organising various key concepts. Any discipline of knowledge is composed of thousands of concepts draped in its varied terminology. As the discipline progresses in history, the number of concepts associated with it keep increasing with every new discovery or invention. An increasing number of concepts increases the complexity of volume of knowledge in a discipline. In this context development of Ontology becomes necessary because it reduces the number of overall concepts by limiting them to few core categories. The focus then comes on the basic important category of concepts which are few rather than knowing each and every concept floating in a particular discipline. Secondly development of a shared ontology makes visible, the underlying logic which filters the relevant from irrelevant concepts. And this logic is available to all members of a particular knowledge 
